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Abstract

We study statistical properties of natural texts written in English and

of two types of arti�cial texts� As statistical tools we use the conventional

and the inverse Zipf analyses� the Shannon entropy and a quantity which is a

nonlinear function of the word frequencies � the frequency relative �entropy��

Our results obtained by investigating eight complete books and sixteen re�

lated arti�cial texts suggest that the inverse Zipf analysis of the frequencies

of distinct words may succeed better than the conventional Zipf analysis of

the distinct words in distinguishing between natural and arti�cial texts� Our

results also indicate that the frequency relative �entropy� is more useful than
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the usual word entropy in distinguishing between natural and arti�cial texts�

By studying the scaling behavior of both entropies as a function of the total

number of words T of the investigated text� we �nd that the word entropy

scales with the same functional form for both natural and arti�cial texts but

with a di	erent parameter while the frequencies relative �entropy� decreases

monotonically with T for the arti�cial texts but has a minimum at T � �
�

for the natural texts�

� Introduction

Zipf analysis is a statistical tool used in several research �elds� It was origi�

nally used by Zipf in statistical linguistics ����� Early in the sixties was also

used in the analysis of economic �� and social �� systems and recently it

has been used in the study of systems such as chaotic dynamical systems ���

biological sequences ���� and economic systems �����

Zipf found� for texts written in natural languages� a universal power�law

behavior characterized by a power�law exponent close to �� Several theoret�

ical models ��
��������� have been proposed to explain Zipf�s law� Some of

them ������ show� theoretically and empirically� that Zipf�s law is also sat�

is�ed in randomly generated symbolic sequences� with an exponent � close

to one� These theoretical models and empirical results suggest that Zipf�s

law and the value of its exponent� �� re�ect little about the linguistic nature

of a text� An experimental observation that a Zipf analysis of a symbolic

sequence gives a Zipf plot is then not su�cient to prove that the symbolic

sequence is a hierarchically structured language� On the other hand� the

validity of the Zipf law implies that the observation of a Zipf behavior is
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�necessary� in a natural text� Moreover� the analysis of the frequencies of

the n�gram substrings of a text allows a language�independent categorization

of topical similarity in unrestricted texts ��� so that a Zipf analysis may be

useful for practical purposes� Another example of the usefulness of the Zipf�s

approach is given in ��� where it is suggested that the �distance� between

two Zipf plots of two di	erent texts is shorter when the texts are written by

the same author than when written by two di	erent authors�

In this paper� we analyze real and arti�cial texts by applying several

statistical tools based on the analysis of occurrences of distinct words� They

are the conventional and the inverse Zipf analysis and the study of the word

entropy and of a new nonlinear function of the word frequencies which we

address as frequency �entropy�� We check if the tools we use are able to

discriminate between real and arti�cial texts� We show that inverse Zipf

analysis� word entropy and frequency entropy give di	erent outcome in real

and arti�cial texts while the conventional Zipf analysis gives approximately

the same outcome when one investigates words with not too few occurrences�

Our results suggest that the main di	erence between real and arti�cial texts

are observed in the frequencies of the least frequent words�

The paper is organized as follow� In sect I� we discuss the statistical

tools we use in our study and the technique we use to generate arti�cial

symbolic sequences related to the investigated natural texts while in sect�

III we present the results of our statistical analysis of � complete books and

�� related arti�cial texts� In sect� IV we discuss the scaling properties of the

measured entropies and in sect� V we brie�y draw our conclusion�
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� Conventional and new tools in statistical

linguistic analysis

A conventional Zipf analysis is performed by counting the occurrences of

distinct words in a given text� If one counts the occurrences of each distinct

word in a long enough text and plots the number of occurrences as a function

of the rank� r� i�e� of the position of the word in a table ordered with respect

to the number of occurrences from the most to the least frequent word� one

�nds that f�r�� the number of occurrences of the word of rank r� and its rank

are related by

f�r� � A�r
�� � ���

where A� is constant and � � ��

Another kind of Zipf analysis ��� for natural texts� sometime called the

inverse Zipf analysis� is the study of the words� frequencies distribution� Zipf

found for natural texts a power law behavior that holds only for the low

frequency words� and states that the number of distinct words� I�f�� that

have the frequency f � is given by

I�f� � A�f
��� ���

where A� and � are constants �Zipf ��� estimated the constant � close to ���

A di	erent important tool used in the statistical analyses of symbolic

sequences is the entropy or Shannon information ������� For a text of R

distinct words� the relative entropy is de�ned as

�Hw � �
RX

r��

f�r�

T
logR

f�r�

T
� ���
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where� T is the total number of words in the analyzed text and the label w in

�Hw stands for the words entropy measured by using a base R logarithm� We

choice this value for the base of the logarithm function because we wish to

compare the results obtained by analyzing di	erent texts with di	erent R�s

and the base R entropy� in contrast to the usual base � entropy� gives values

in the range �
� �� for any value of R�

Next� we introduce a new relative �entropy� which is calculated from the

words� frequencies distribution instead of the words relative occurrences� We

de�ne the frequencies �entropy� as

�Hf � �
FX

f��

I�f�

R
logF

I�f�

R
� ���

where I�f� is the number of distinct words that have occurrence f � F is the

total number of di	erent occurrences� and the index f in �Hf stands for the

words frequencies� Here again� since the logarithmic base is F � �Hf is in the

range �
� ��� The advantage of �Hf compared with �Hw will be discussed in the

next sections� It is probably worth noting that the calculation of an entropy

value is range independent while the estimation of either the Zipf�s law or

the inverse Zipf�s law exponents depends on the range where one performs

the �tting procedure�

In this paper we compare several long natural texts written in English

mainly with two types of arti�cial texts� These two types of arti�cial texts

are�

�� An arti�cial text which is randomly generated with letters and space�mark

probabilities equal to the distribution of letters and space�mark measured in

a given natural text� We refer to this type of arti�cial text as �arti�cial ���

�� An arti�cial text characterized by the same sequence of letters as the
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natural one�s but without the space and punctuation marks between the

words� In the analyses of these texts an arbitrary letter plays the role of

the space�mark as words delimiter� We refer to this type of arti�cial text as

�arti�cial ��� We choose the letter �e� as words delimiter since it is the most

frequent letter after the space�mark�

We wish to point out that wherever we use the phrase �arti�cial texts�

we do not mean any type of arti�cial texts other than these two� In addition

to these two types of arti�cila texts in Sect�IV we also investigate m�order

Markovian texts � with m ranging from � to �� A text of the kind we label

as �arti�cial �� is a symbolic Bernulli sequence in which the frequency of

occurrence of the letters is the same as observed in the related natural text

but the order of the letters is completely random� An �arti�cial �� text

mimics a symbolic sequence in which the letters are correctly ordered and

carries information but the seperation into �words� is unknown� A study

of these two types of arti�cial texts is important for obtaining preliminary

information that may be used in a future analysis of symbolic sequences�

other than literary texts� but which show evidence of a possible presence

of an underlying hierarchical language� A noncoding DNA sequence� for

example� is speculated to be such a case ��� In such a sequence the possible

seperation into elementary semantic units ��words�� as well as the correct

order the semantic unit is unknown�
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� Statistical properties of natural and arti��

cial texts

In this study we investigate � complete books written in the English language�

We ignore any symbol other than the �a�z� English letters and the space�

mark� For each book� which is a natural text� we generate two arti�cial

texts of the types ��� and ��� as de�ned above� We analyze the above three

types of texts by performing the conventional Zipf and by the inverse Zipf

analyses� We also measure� for each text� the words entropy� �Hw� and the

frequencies �entropy�� �Hf � Zipf�s law exponent� �� is determined after a

logarithmic binning of the rank� The inverse Zipf�s law holds only for the

low frequencies� and we arbitrarily choose to determine the inverse Zipf�s

law exponent� �� by analyzing only the �rst �
� of the frequencies� after

a logarithmic binning of the frequency� Both binnings are performed with

windows of the size 
�� on the logarithmic scale�

As expected on the basis of previous theoretical and empirical studies

������ Zipf�s exponent � � � is not speci�c to hierarchical structured lan�

guages� � � � is also observed when one analyzes �words� in an arti�cial

random text �for not too rare �words��� We verify that the inverse Zipf�s

law is valid in natural languages �� � �� ����� A representative example

is shown in Fig� �� We also �nd that the inverse Zipf�s law is satis�ed by

arti�cial texts� with the exception of the �rst point in the inverse Zipf�s plot

�the number of distinct words that occur only once� not included in the cal�

culation of �� � However� as it is evident from Fig� �� the values of � are

di	erent in natural and arti�cial texts�
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In Table � we give� for each book studied� the total number of words� T �

the number of distinct words R� the Zipf�s law exponent �� the inverse Zipf�s

law exponent �� the words entropy �Hw� and the frequencies �entropy� �Hf �

for the three types of texts�

The most striking di	erence between the natural and the arti�cial texts

is the ratio R�T � which is the relative amount of distinct words� or� in other

words� the vocabulary size of a text� R�T is remarkably lower for the natural

texts than for the arti�cial texts� This di	erence is expected since a natural

text�s vocabulary is constrained to be smaller than an arti�cial one�s by

the phonetic� by the grammar of the language� by the subject of discussion

and by the author�s style� This ratio has already been used� for example�

by Trifonov in the study of DNA sequences ���� It is also known in the

linguistic literature ��
 that the vocabulary of natural texts as a function of

a text size follows a power law behavior�

R � T � ���

where 	 slowly decreases with T but can be considered constant for a large

range of T � Arti�cal texts have also be found to satisfy Eq� ��� but the vo�

cabulary growth rate 	 assumes values signi�cantly higher in arti�cial than in

natural texts� This property seems to be a convinient tool for distinguishing

between natural and arti�cial texts ����

This remarkable di	erence in vocabulary size is not expressed through

the value of the Zipf�s law exponent �� One can see in Table � that for both

natural and arti�cial texts � is very close to �� The average di	erence in �

between the natural texts and the �arti�cial �� texts is �� and and between

the natural texts and the �arti�cial �� texts is ���� Our results suggest
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that arti�cial and natural texts may be better discriminate by performing

an inverse Zipf analysis� In fact� in the inverse Zipf analysis� the inverse Zipf

exponent� � is systematically di	erent in arti�cial and natural texts� The

average di	erences in � between natural and �arti�cial �� and �arti�cial ��

texts are ��� and ���� respectively�

While the Zipf analysis is dominated by the high frequency region� the

inverse Zipf analysis is dominated by the low frequencies� Indeed� by a careful

observation of the conventional Zipf�s plots one can see that for the arti�cial

texts the plateaus at the low frequencies region are much broader than for

the natural texts� which means that in an arti�cial text there are much more

words that appear only once or twice� Due to the nature of a bilogarithmic

plot� this fact only weakly a	ects the measured values of �� Conversely� in the

inverse Zipf analysis the low frequency words mainly a	ect the value of the

exponent �� The fact that the inverse Zipf analysis is found more useful for

distinguishing between natural and arti�cial texts suggests that� in general�

the analysis of the words� frequencies distribution should be more useful in

this task than the analysis of words distribution�

One can see in Table � that for both relative entropies� �Hw and �Hf � there

is� consistently� a di	erence between the natural and the arti�cial texts� The

average di	erences in �Hw between the natural and the arti�cial texts of types

��� and ��� are ��� and �
�� respectively� while the di	erences in �Hf are

��
� and ����� However� this results alone are not su�cient in order to

conclude that the study of the words frequencies is more useful in distin�

guishing between natural and arti�cial texts� In fact� if one compares the

di	erences between the natural and the arti�cial texts� related �redundan�

cies�� Rw � �� �Hw and Rf � �� �Hf � one �nds that the average di	erences
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in Rw between the natural and the arti�cial texts of types ��� and ���� are

��� and �
�� respectively� while the average di	erences in Rf are ��� and

����

In spite of this last result� we �nd the frequencies �entropy�� �Hf � �or

frequencies �redundancy�� Rf �� more useful than the words entropy� �Hw�

�or words �redundancy�� Rw�� There are two main reason for the above

statement� �i� For almost all books studied the absolute di	erence in �Hf is

more than twice the absolute di	erence in �Hw� �ii� as will be shown in the

next section� the scaling behavior of �Hf as a function of a text size has a

di	erent pro�le in the investigated range of T in natural and arti�cial texts

while the scaling behavior of �Hw is similar for all three types of texts�

� Scaling behavior of entropies

For each book�s natural and arti�cial texts we determine the averages h �Hwi

and h �Hf i as a function of T � The average is performed over all existing

subtexts of length T in a given text� For example� in a text of �




 words

there exist ��

� subtexts of �


 words� For each text� the smallest subtext

is of �


 words and the largest is the complete text� We �nd� as shown in

Fig� �� that� h �Hw�T �i scales similarly for both natural and arti�cial texts

and can be approximated by a decreasing linear function of log�T �� Thus�

h �Hw�T �i � Aw �Bwlog��T ���

where Aw and Bw are positive constants� It is worth noting that the constant

Bw is systematically di	erent in natural and arti�cial texts�
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Converseley� as shown in Figs� �a� �b� we �nd a clear di	erence in the

scaling behavior of h �Hf �T �i in natural and arti�cial texts in the investigated

range of T � For the arti�cial texts h �Hf i decreases monotonically with T �

while for the natural texts it reaches a minimum approximately at T � �
�

�well inside the studied range of T �� Both natural and arti�cial texts h �Hf i

can be well approximated by a parabolic function of log�T ��

h �Hf �T �i � Af �Bf log��T � Cf �log��T �
� ���

where Af � Bf and Cf are positive constants� By using the values of the

constants Af � Bf and Cf obtained by best �tting the data with Eq� ����

for the arti�cial texts of type ��� and ��� the minimum of the parabola

is not predicted within the studied range of T and it is expected only at

T � �
� and at T � �
�� respectively� In fact Cf for the arti�cial texts is

usually very small �see Table ��� The parameters of the best �ts h �Hw�T �i

and h �Hf �T �i are given in Table �� In all cases there is a good agreement

with Eq� ��� and in most cases with Eq� ���� Deviations from Eq� ��� were

found for the natural texts of the books �Critique of Pure Reason� by Kant

and �Descent of Man� by Darwin� This may be explained by the fact that

these books include several subjects and therefore there are sharp changes

in the vocabulary used in di	erent sections� These changes do not have a

strong e	ect on the behavior of h �Hw�T �i but do strongly a	ect the behavior

of h �Hf �T �i� For the other books� which are more uniform with respect to the

use of the words� the behavior of h �Hf �T �i for the natural texts is smoother

and agrees well with Eq� ����

The �arti�cial �� texts are 
�order Markovian texts� We also perform

our study on the scaling properties of h �Hf �T �i and h �Hw�T �i in Markovian

texts of �nite order m � ����� The transition probabilities used to generate
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these Markovian texts are taken from the book �War  Peace�� Again� only

the �a�z� English letters and the space mark are considered and words are

sequences of letters between two space marks� All Markovian texts are of

the same number of words� ������� as the natural text of the book �War  

Peace�� As m increases the Markovian text becomes more like the natural

text� Hence� it is reasonable to expect that the statistical properties would

also become more like the natural text�s ones� We �nd� as shown in Fig� ��

that for all m studied h �Hwi decreases with T � As m increases the decrease of

h �Hw�T �i is faster and gets closer to the natural text� For h �Hw�T �i already the

��order Markovian text overlaps the natural text� In contrast� as shown in

Figs� �a and �b� for h �Hf i even the ��order Markovian text signi�cantly di	ers

from the natural text� For m � 
��� h �Hf i decreases with T in the complete

range of T and only for the ��order Markovian text it has a minimumwithin

the studied range of T �at T �� �
� as the natural text�� Yet� h �Hf i for the

natural text is signi�cantly higher than for the ��order Markovian text and

increases faster than the natural one with T �

Since �Hw and �Hf are limited� by de�nition� to be in the range �
� ��� it

is obvious that Eqs� ��� and ��� cannot hold for in�nite texts� However a

deviation from these equations is predicted only for very long texts� much

longer than any human writing� For example� under the assumption of a

logarithmic behavior with the constants given in Table � for the book War

 Peace� the lower limit of �Hw� � �Hw � 
�� is achieved only at T � �
�� for

the natural text and at T � �
�� for both arti�cial texts� For the same book�

the upper limit of �Hf � �Hf � �� is achieved only at T � �
�� for the natural

text� at T � �
�� for the �arti�cial �� text and at T � �
�� for the �arti�cial

�� text�
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� Summary and Conclusions

We report a numerical investigation of natural texts and symbolic strings

suggesting that arti�cial texts of two speci�c types are better distinguished

from natural texts by the inverse Zipf analysis than by the conventional

Zipf analysis� We also introduce the frequencies �entropy� and suggest it

as a convenient and more useful statistical tool than the traditional words

entropy for distinguishing between arti�cial texts and natural texts than

the traditional words entropy� We empirically observe the advantage of the

advantage of the use of the frequencies �entropy� with respect to the words

entropy in distinguishing between arti�cial and natural texts� Our results

may suggest that the linguistic constraints on a natural text are more strongly

re�ected in the behavior of the less frequent words�

Our numerical results suggest that a statistical analysis of the occurrences

of di	erent words in a symbolic text give information about the nature of

the observed string especially when the behavior of the less frequent words

is properly taken into account� We argue that that these linguistic and

information theory tools may be relevant also for the analysis of symbolic

sequences� other than human writing texts� which is speculated to have some

of the characteristics of languages�
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Figure captions

Fig� �� Plot of the inverse Zipf�s law for War � Peace� �a� The natural text� �b� 	arti
cial
�� text� �c� 	arti
cial �� text� Measured distribution of frequencies �solid lines� and best

tting inverse Zipf�s law �Eq� ���� �dashed lines�� For the natural text � � ����� for the
	arti
cial �� text � � ���� and for the 	arti
cial �� text � � �����

Fig� �� The average words entropy h �Hwi as a function of a text size T � for War �
Peace� �a� The natural text� �b� 	arti
cial �� text� �c� 	arti
cial �� text� Symbols are the

measured values and the dashed line is the best 
t obtained with Eq� ���� h �Hwi decreases
linearly with log�T � in the studied range of T � See Table � for the parameters of the best

t�

Fig� �a� The average frequencies 	entropy�� h �Hf i as function of text size T � for the
arti
cial texts related to War � Peace� �a� 	arti
cial �� text� �b� 	arti
cial �� text�
Symbols are the measured values and the dashed lines are the best 
ts obtained by using

Eq� ��� For the arti
cial texts h �Hf i decreases monotonically with T in the studied range
of T � See Table � for the 
tting parameters�

Fig� �b� The average frequencies 	entropy�� h �Hf i as a function of a text size T for the
book War � Peace� Symbols are the measured values and the dashed line is the best 
t

obtained by using Eq� ��� In contrast with the arti
cial texts �Hf is nonmonotonic with
T within the studied range of T �

Fig� �� The words entropy� �Hw as a function of a text size T for the book War � Peace
and arti
cially related m�order Markovian texts �m � 
����� Symbols are the measured
values and the dashed lines are the best 
ts obtained by using Eq� ���� Already form � �
the Markovian texts give values of � �Hw�T � � very close to the one observed for the
natural text�

Fig� �a� The average frequencies 	entropy� h �Hf i as a function of a text size T for m�

order Markovian texts related to the book War � Peace �m � 
����� h �Hf �T �i decreases
monotonically with T in the studied range of T �

Fig� �b� The average frequencies 	entropy� h �Hf i of a ��order Markovian text related
to the book War � Peace� Symbols are measured values and the dashed line is the best 
t
obtained by using Eq� ��� Like the natural text �see Fig� �b� Eq� �� 
ts well the data of

the ��order Markovian text� however h �Hf �T �i for the natural text is signi
cantly higher
and grows faster�

��



Table I

Book � Author Type T R � � �Hw
�Hf

Wealth of Nations 	 Smith natural 
��
�� ���� ��� ��� ��� ��


� � arti�cial � 
��
�� ������ ��� ��� ��� ���

� � arti�cial � ��
��� ����� ��
 ��
 ��� ���

War � Peace 	 Tolstoy natural ������ ����� ��� ��� ��� ���

� � arti�cial � ������ ������ ��� ��� ��� ���

� � arti�cial � �
���� �
��� ��� ��� ��� ���

Descent of Man 	 Darwin natural �
���� ��
�� ��� ��� ��� ��


� � arti�cial � �
���� ������ ��� ��� ��
 ���

� � arti�cial � ������ ����� ��
 ��� ��� ���

Moby Dick 	 Melville natural ������ ����� ��� ��� ��� 
��

� � arti�cial � ������ ��
��� ��� ��� ��� ���

� � arti�cial � ���
�� ����� ��
 ��� ��
 ���

Critique of Pure Reason 	 Kant natural ������ ���� ��� ��� ��� ���

� � arti�cial � ������ ���
�� ��� ��� �
� ���

� � arti�cial � �����
 �
��� ��� ��� ��� ��


Anna Karenina 	 Tolstoy natural ������ ���� ��� ��� ��� ���

� � arti�cial � ������ ����� ��� ��� ��� ���

� � arti�cial � �
��� ����� ��� ��� ��� �
�

Don Quixote 	 Cervantes natural ��
��
 ���� ��� ��� ��� ���

� � arti�cial � ��
��
 ���
� ��� ��� ��� ���

� � arti�cial � ����
 
���� ��� ��� ��� �



Faus 	 Goethe natural ����� ���
 ��� ��� ��� 
��

� � arti�cial � ����� 
���� ��� ��� �
� ���

� � arti�cial � 
���� ����� ��� ��� ��� ���

Table � � The Zipf�s exponent � � the inverse Zipf�s exponent �� the words entropy �Hw�

the frequencies �entropy� �Hf measured in the natural texts and in the related �see

text� arti
cial texts of types 	�� and 	��� The quantities � and �Hf seem to be more
useful for distinguishing between natural and arti
cial texts than the quantities � and
�Hw �

��



Table II

Book � Author Type Aw Bw Af Bf Cf

Wealth of Nations 	 Smith natural ��� ��� ��
 ���� ���


� � arti�cial � ��� ��
 ��� ���� 	

� � arti�cial � ��
 ��
 ��� ��
� ����

War � Peace 	 Tolstoy natural ��� ��� ��� ���� ���


� � arti�cial � ��� ��� ��� ���� ���


� � arti�cial � ��� ��
 ��� ���� ����

Descent of Man 	 Darwin natural ��� ��� ��� ���� ����

� � arti�cial � ��� ��� ��� ���� ���


� � arti�cial � ��� ��� ��� ���� ����

Moby Dick 	 Melville natural ��
 ��� ��� ��

 ����

� � arti�cial � ��� ��� ��� ���� ���


� � arti�cial � ��� ��� �
� ���� ����

Critique of Pure Reason 	 Kant natural ��� ��
 ��� ���� ����

� � arti�cial � ��� ��
 ��� ���� ����

� � arti�cial � ��
 ��� ��� ��
� ����

Anna Karenina 	 Tolstoy natural ��
 ��� ��� ���� ����

� � arti�cial � ��� ��� ��� ���� ���


� � arti�cial � ��� ��� ��
 ���� ����

Don Quixote 	 Cervantes natural ��� ��� ��� ���� ����

� � arti�cial � ��� ��� ��� ��
� ����

� � arti�cial � ��� ��� �

 ���� ���


Faust 	 Goethe natural ��� ��
 ��� ���
 ����

� � arti�cial � ��� ��� ��� ��
� ����

� � arti�cial � ��� ��� ��� ���� ����

Table � � The parameters of the best 
ts of the natural and related arti
cial texts obtained

by using the logarithmic scaling laws h �Hwi � Aw � Bwlog��T and h �Hf i � Af �
Bf log��T � Cf �log��T �� �Eqs� ��� and ����

��


